
MANAGING HEAD
INJURIES IN
RUGBY LEAGUE:

HEAD INJURY GUIDANCE:
Two straightforward questions need to be answered following every head injury in rugby league-
1 DID THE PLAYER LOSE CONCIOUSNESS (EVEN MOMENTARILY)?
2 CAN THEY REMEMBER THE EVENTS PRIOR TO THE COLLISION? 
If the answer is: 
YES to 1) AND / OR NO to 2): 

UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES MUST THE PLAYER BE ALLOWED TO RETURN TO THE FIELD OF PLAY.     
It is everyone’s responsibility to ensure that this recommendation is adhered to.   

Furthermore, if while being observed in the dressing room or on the touchline the player-
1 Describes a worsening headache.
2 Vomits more than once.
3 Starts to be come drowsy.
4 Exhibits any sign of disorientation.
 
An EMERGENCY AMBULANCE VIA 999 must be summoned to the scene and transport to Hospital is 
MANDATORY. Prompt action of this nature basically saves players lives! 

Some of these symptoms may not be immediately obvious. For example some classifications of 
intra-cerebral haemorrhage may see a player being initially lucid (fully comprehensive), but then 
rapidly deteriorate about 30 minutes later. These are often referred to as “talk and die” patients 
by trauma specialists. These players will invariably be in the LOST CONCIOUSNESS/ CANNOT 
REMEMBER EVENTS category.
This guidance is intended for all those participants in the Community Game.

Rugby League is a collision based sport. Sometimes 
the nature of the game inevitably results in a player 
sustaining a head injury, or trauma to the head. Head 
injuries are different to many other injuries that 
we come across in the game, in that the signs and 
symptoms are often less obvious, and players often 
under-report the symptoms or severity of the injury. 
Unlike other injuries, head injuries are potentially fatal 
if ignored or under-estimated in their importance. This 
is because there may be associated damage to the 
brain as a result of the trauma. 

TRAUMATIC HEAD INJURIES IN SPORT FALL INTO THREE MAIN GROUPS:
1 Intra cerebral haemorrhage: This is where a blood clot forms within the brain. 
2 Cerebral (i.e. brain) contusions: This is basically bruising of the brain tissue.
3 Concussion: which is disorientation without a demonstrable radiological abnormality (injury to the brain tissue).


